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Američtí mariňáci se ve čtvrtek odpoledne málem dostali do

plamenné přestřelky se zkorumpovanými federálními agenty, když k

branám Camp Pendleton dorazili čtyři zoufalci FBI s tvrzením, že

mají zatykače na dva mariňáky, kteří 6. ledna pokojně navštívili

Kapitol.

Nežádoucí vzhled federálů se tento týden objevil podruhé, když

gestapo Merricka Garlanda hledalo aktivní námořníky, jejichž

jediným motivem k návštěvě Washingtonu bylo protestovat proti

ukradeným volbám a poskytnout pomoc zraněným osobám.
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Agenti FBI v úterý nezákonně zatkli tři mariňáky: Micaha Coomera,

umístěného v Camp Pendleton; Joshua Abate, Fort Meade; a Dodge

Dale Hellonen, Camp Lejeune. Všichni tři byli zatčeni na místě a

obviněni z přestupků. Po jejich zatčení se federálové pokusili zasít ve

sboru neshody a paranoiu, přičemž bez důkazů tvrdili, že

„spolumariňáci“ pomáhali jejich vyšetřování a pomohli identifikovat

podezřelé.

Zdroj z kanceláře generála Erica M. Smitha toto tvrzení vyvrátil.

"Žádný loajální mariňák by zločineckému ministerstvu nepomohl."

Mariňáci vzati do vazby jsou dobří mariňáci. Ano, byli v Kapitolu, ale

vstoupili do budovy poté, co viděli, jak lidé šlapou, aby poskytli

lékařskou pomoc. Jejich jediným takzvaným zločinem bylo nasazení

MAGA klobouku na sochu. Tito mariňáci zachránili životy,“ řekl náš

zdroj.

Po jejich zatčení vydala kancelář generála Smithe bulletin, který

varoval všechny námořní pěchoty v aktivní službě, že ministerstvo

spravedlnosti se zapojilo do honu na čarodějnice, aby 6. ledna našli

nějakého mariňáka, který mohl být v DC nebo poblíž. měl adresy

nebo telefonní čísla. Oznámení varovalo námořní pěchotu, aby si

dávala pozor na své okolí, když byla mimo své stanoviště, protože

zlovolní federální agenti pravděpodobně dohlížejí na bary, noční

kluby a nákupní centra. To také navrhlo, že federálové by mohli

použít „atraktivní ženy, které dělají pokroky“, aby chytili mariňáky.

"FBI se pravděpodobně skrývá ve městech poblíž našich institucí, ale

méně pravděpodobné, že zbabělci budou mít tu drzost ukázat své

tváře u nás doma," uvedl bulletin.

Kancelář generála Smithe se spletla ve druhé části té věty.

Ve čtvrtek odpoledne dva černí Lincoln Navigátoři zastavili u brány

San Luis Rey Camp Pendleton, jednoho z osmi hlídaných

přístupových bodů. Okupanti se přiblížili k hlídkám námořní pěchoty
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a identifikovali se jako agenti FBI s tím, že mají federální zatykač na

dva mariňáky na základně.

Kancelář generála Smithe požádala RRN, aby zatajil jména námořní

pěchoty, ale můžeme říci, že jeden je seržant Master Gunnery a

druhý poručík.

Čtyři agresivní federálové dali hlídkám ultimátum: osvoboďte

mariňáky, nebo vstoupí do Camp Pendleton, aby je našli.

"Mariňáci neberou vlídně hrozby, zvláště od kriminálního FBI," řekl

náš zdroj. "Strážci brány dali varování a řekli federálům, že se mohou

otočit a odejít nebo se co nejlépe pokusit dostat dovnitř."

Jeden federál údajně řekl vedoucímu hlídce, že mu Merrick Garland

dal pravomoc zatknout dva mariňáky „jakýmikoli nezbytnými

prostředky“ a přesunul ruku k postranní zbrani v pouzdře na pravém

boku.

Zjistil, že zírá na obchodní konec strážcovy pušky.

Stráže, řekl náš zdroj, připomněly FBI, že Camp Pendleton ubytoval

42 000 mariňáků, kteří nenáviděli krmení.

"Gen. Smith si uvědomil rozvíjející se krizi. Má silnou neúctu k

federálům a strážcům brány bylo řečeno, že nikoho nevydáme do

jejich péče. To se federálům nelíbilo a byli velmi rozrušení, což

způsobilo patovou situaci, která trvala patnáct minut,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Stráže držely své zbraně namířené na agenty FBI.

"Doporučujeme deeskalovat, nasednout do vozidel a odjet," řekl

údajně hlídce FBI.

Nakonec federálové ustoupili; ačkoli nasedli na své SUV a odjeli,

jeden nakrmený zakřičel otevřeným oknem: "Vrátíme se."

"A my tu budeme čekat," řekl strážný.
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Na závěr náš zdroj řekl, že všichni federálové přistižení při zatýkání

mariňáků budou považováni za nepřátelské bojovníky.

(Návštíveno 70 407krát, dnes 1 610 návštěv)

 

Migrace serveru je dokončena. Doufáme, že nový server bude

poskytovat lepší výkon. Museli jsme migrovat ze zálohy 1/27.

Bohužel to znamená, že komentáře zveřejněné od rána 27. ledna byly

ztraceny.

Too bad you didn’t lose DH. Great piece of writing. Thank you for

being there and for being vigilant. God bless you Michael Baxter.

Mr. Barr and Mr. Durham never disclosed that their inquiry

expanded in the fall of 2019, based on a tip from Italian officials, to

include a criminal investigation into suspicious financial dealings

related to Mr. Trump. The specifics of the tip and how they handled

the investigation remain unclear, but Mr. Durham brought no

charges over it.

ahahaha q tards are triggered!

I guess you forgot to mention how the Big Guy got 10% from his

crack head son dirty dealings. Last I check this is criminal, so STFUP

and crawl back into your shit hole.

I thought I told you to crawl back into your hole in the wall? Now get!

Hoffer and the Delavic are one of the same dildo troll and probably

off his meds again…..

I have particularly noticed how that every time the deep state thinks

that they have got something over on President Donald J Trump it

turns out to be a nothing burger like his income tax records. They

really thought they had him by golly. NOTHING!
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nothing says triggered like the ag hiding criminal activity by a sitting

pres. snowflake! sad!

So now we’re talking about Biden. You are seriously screwed between

the ears retard.

You are an enemy of The People and probably work for the fbi. Q has

nothing to do with what is going on. Patriots are not necessarily Q

followers. And obviously you have no idea what you’re talking

about…just crap coming out of your brain.

Name-calling triggered Trump haters should not be posting when

their Party is the REAL CRIMINALS.

We guess you David Hoffer are about 12 years old… Does your mom

know you are on the computer again? lol

why do assume folks who are pro 9/11 truth and anti vaccine are

democrats? it doesnt make much sense logically. there are millions of

people worldwide who are anti vaccine and pro 9/11 truth that most

certainly dont support the orange drumper or the satanist biden.

Perhaps you should go read the Qanon.pub post so that you may

actually understand what you are blathering on about….

lmao… yes part of the 60 year q plan to save the planet was to have

2/3 of the planet die from a vaccine endorsed by the leader of the

movement. People as low iq as you are are literally worse than the

vaccine injured sheep.

And you are a finger sucking commie puking crib baby wandering

around in the wilderness. DIZZY is that DIZZY does.

Your ego mind is creating your reality.Wake up and you shall feel no

hatred, no pain or remorse.Channeled

 
by Stephanie

so all the people dying from the jab and dying in the DUMBS just

didnt wish hard enough to live?
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Yeah, buddy. Zee can rattle the trolls’ cages with the best of them.

Speak for yourself, and your hatred of NON-communists. LOSER is

stamped on your forehead … marked for Satan’s dinner.

You right about that Miss Abbott. No up/down votes, no responses.

So far it’s working if WE THE PEOPLE stick together

I will mark the shills etc for the newbies not to up tick them and

respond. Keep his click bait $s down

Amen to that! Hey everyone quit giving this DH joker the time of day

so he will go broke and leave. We can do this! We have done it

before! We can do it again! Don’t let a sorry butt troll rule this roost!

Bless Your Heart. You learned a new word. Funny how you are the

only pos in the Country who has reported a story that no one has

mentioned. Maybe you are the the one triggered.

Your brain was buggered by FAKE news media that cannot provide

FACTS on any topic on Earth they blab-blab-blab under bright lights

with microphones and cameras. ALL brain-buggered commie pukers

are homosexual PEDOPHILES bound for the hangman’s rope, so

enjoy your future, oh gullible one.

You are so full of shit your eyes are brown and it’s running out your

ears JackHoffer.

There are two peopel with that name here, one is a legit poster, one is

the spammer. If I ban the bad guy, the good guy goes too.

Barr has been hung and the switch broke, so he hung a long time

with his forked tongue hanging out. Fat slob. And Durham thinks

making videos of himself smoking a cigar and drinking heavily are

making us salivate over the things he will bring to justice. Except that

never happens because he is DS and without any balls whatsoever.

Him and his balless wonder, side-kick Barr. Go kiss Biden’s ass

David Hoffer. It is what you are here to do.
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Is there any idea on how much money has been spent on Durhams

investigation that has pretty much produced NOTHING, How much

of the TAX PAYERS MONEY has Durham EMBEZZLED THUS FAR?

Any numbers or figures just yet?

all part of the plan sir… youre not trusting it enough. all the millions

of folks dying. also part of the plan. The obese orange vax pimp being

the father of the vax…. most certainly part of the plan.

We won’t mention that both Covid AND the “vaccines” were Patented

YEARS before Trump ever ran for office.

Trump is the only one who didn’t build bio-weapons labs in Ukraine

(if he was ever made aware of them). So there will always be those

facts.

Why? cuz even if they did (they didn’t, it was to pick up two cell

phones that Misfud texted on dumbass) there wasn’t anything that

warrented an indictment. This is late, recent fake news propaganda.

If there was ANYTHING on Trump. they would’ve used it the 1st

chance they had. Sorry but there’s nothing on Trump

No one is triggered just find it hilarious that all you Loser Liberal

since you don’t have jobs, or friends or girlfriends have all the time in

the world to troll websites, and very lame, sad, and pathetic attempt

to troll. Shows how desperate and worthless your life is. No one is

triggered they just see how funny it is your lame and immature your

attempt is. McDonlads is hiring, so is Burger King. I’ll bring you an

application.

There are no leaks from Durham. Nice try though.

 
And by “nice try” I mean “you’re an obsessed retard”.

Where do the miscreant f+++ing blundering idiots come off

sounding like Ahnold “We’ll be back”?

 
Bring it!

 
SEMPER FI, Do or Die!
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I served USMC for four years onboard Camp Pendleton in the mid to

late seventies and like the southern border of the U.S.A. it cannot be

completely guarded at all times.

 
Put armored vehicles at entry points and have Recon Marines on

perimeter sweeps!

 
Oorah!

In response to this threat, Marines should be ordered to carry their

sidearms at all times, on and off base.

Hoffer and Delavic are the same dildo’s and belong to the

“Dumbocrappers club”! Aint’cha figured that out by now? He’s just

some loser normie sitting in his parents basement at a computer,

trying to attract attention, because he can’t make it on the outside

world…..

I’m just sitting back waiting for it to deteriorate to the point that it

finally hits the fan so that waxing assholes like you becomes a daily

thing.

They also need to carry one hand grenade and when trouble comes a

knocking, pull out a grenade and holding the flipper handle, pull out

the holding pin and tell the aggressors,” Oh boys, looky here what I

got” and watch the gang scatter in every direction very fast..! I used

to use that tactic, when needed, back in the Vietnam days and it sure

got one’s attention real fast with gusto….and of course, I put the flip

handle pin back in and put the grenade back in my pocket and went

about my business….Grenades make better attention getters, than

rifles….

The corrupt feral bureau of iniquity will come back with their own

troops, APCs and tanks (if they can get some back from Ukraine). So

be ready. They cannot give up now – their own lives are on the line.

UPDATE (?)

 
Friday January 27, 2023, @ or about 6:30 P.M, (probably local time)

a vehicle attempted to breach the Main entrance to Marine Corps
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Base Camp Pendleton in southern California.

The entrance was closed after a car was driven into the security

barriers at the main gate. Reportedly the car (most likely a vehicle

owned by non-military people) caught fire and an undetermined

number of occupants were taken to a hospital in San Diego.

The entrance was reopened later

My dad was a proud Marine, served in WWII in the South Pacific. He

wouldn’t have taken that abuse for a minute from anyone!

WELL DONE! We are at the point of having to watch our backs from

the Cabal scum.

“We’ll be back.” — “And we’ll be here waiting,” a gate guard said.

Lol… that was a good one…

The feds don’t seem to grasp what it means to BE American. Things

are not going to turn out well for them.

That’s because they are the enemies of America and all that it stands

for.

The FBI has been a subversion of the US Constitution since it was

founded. There’s a crack in the armor when it comes to interstate

crimes, and on that crack is situated the FBI. Every government

bureaucracy is placed on such a crack. Not to defend, but to attack.

Haaretz an Israeli newspaper said that there are between 500,000 to

1,000,000 practicing jews (deep state) in America.

 
America has 349,000,000 goyim who freaking hate pedophiles, baby

killers, child raping and sodomizing, traitorous deep state d-bags.

The Talmud itself says that it is more authoritative then the Torah.

The Karaite Jews are the only “Torah Alone” jews. They are an outlier

who are ostracised by all other sects of Jews. If you go on

DuckDuckGo and look up Satanic Verses in the Talmud on

WordPress, you will see that pedophilia, beastiality, sex with demons
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and screwing over the goyim (animals) in any way it benefits the jews

(gods) is Kosher.

 
In fact those first ones along with homosexuality, incest, orgistic sex,

ingesting of vile things and sacrificial murder are all essential

elements to their black majick sex rituals. This is why our founding

fathers warned never to allow jews to move to America/Arserath the

land God specifically set aside for his elect people (Catholics

specifically, possibly christians in general) in 2 Esdra. Jews

specifically prey on the goyim.

Muslim Holy Book holds the same ugly tenets for non-Muslims. Both

so-called “religious” groups participate in the Masonic Order and

some Masons are Shriners, which are highly “Muslim” affiliated.

They also have access to children’s blood and organs 24/7 with very

little oversight.

 
I’m thinking that one was created by the other and both groups are

Satanic tools at their core.

Excuse you but the Constitution was set up after the plan of

government that God first gave to Israel under the judge system.

Plus, Jews were welcomed here from the very beginning. They have

been here since the 1400s. Fake news is fake news and fake history is

just as fake as fake news is.

The Kazarians are not Jewish believers. At one point they had to

identify themselves with a known religion, Christian, Catholic or

Jewish. They chose the latter. They are not good people. Find and

read “The Fall of the Cabal” and you will know.

The Catholic Church is also assho. Jesuits invented all this secret

police/brainwashing crap in the west. The KGB was basically their

wet dream back in the 12th century, and they’ve tried it over and over

again. If those people are “muh chosen”. I give extremely few shits

about a God with such horrible judgement.
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Don’t base your views on God on what people say. Religion and three

dollars will get you a cup of coffee. Put your trust in Jesus, not any

religion or self-proclaimed prophet. Don’t blame God for the mess

that people have made.

No I get that. Just saying that IF an institution as corrupt and evil as

the Catholic Church are “chosen” while normal people are not, then

fuck whatever God set that system up. I’d prefer hell then. It can’t be

any more hypocritical and disgusting than being in Heaven with the

transvestite Popes and cardinals.

The Catholic Church probably was at one point in time a godly

institution and many Catholics are sincere in their love for Jesus

Christ now. Unfortunately the higher ups are now totally corrupt. I

was horrified to find out what was under the Vatican. I was JUST as

horrified to find out that Billy Graham was a pedophilic monster. The

ONLY man that EVER deserved to be worshipped is Jesus Christ.

The current preachers couldn’t cut that mustard. I’m sticking to the

Bible. I believe in that PERIOD!

@Aimee — FYI. Lucifer caused an insurrection and murdered good

angels because Father Jesus refused to “reverse the servitude order

from angels to humankind” (White, Caucasian, Yellow, Red, Brown,

and Black). Father Jesus profiled seven (7) evil behaviors committed

by renegade angel in PROVERBS 6:16-19. HE warns HIS “beloved

humankind” to avoid “imitating” those evil behaviors. 

 
 

 
In the 1st biblical book, GENESIS, chapter 42, Father Jesus speaks to

the HEBREW FAMILY and renames ONE TRIBE, JACOB, to

ISRAEL. JACOB and wife LEAH procreated a FOURTH SON named

“JUDAH” whose CLAN was chosen for the lineage of JESUS. Father

Jesus describes JUDAH’s offspring and progeny, King David and

King Solomon, as “WHITE AS COTTON WITH RED/ROSY

CHEEKS.” So, too, Jesus was WHITE as cotton with red/rosy cheeks

… the JUDAH lineage would migrate to EUROPE and other lands

known as WHITE WESTERN NATIONS. 
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In the 12th biblical book, 2 KINGS, chapter 16, Father Jesus calls out

JEWS as HEATHENS and SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN in 2 Kings,

Chapters 17 and 18; and the books of I Chronicles,” “Ezra,” “John,”

and “Revelation.” Since the 21st Century, Jews have declared they are

“a non-human race that came to genocide humankind and destroy

Earth.” The Jews declare in the 20th Century in books, newspapers,

conference speeches, and letters to world leaders that Jews came to

Earth 5,900 years ago to genocide humans, destroy Earth, and they

are within 100 years of fulfilling their 6,000-year agenda to their

leader, Satan. 

 
 

 
Father Jesus said in the book of Deuteronomy (211 B.C.E.) that HE

uses HIS wicked humans and wicked angel Jews to

ECONOMICALLY OPPRESS HIS “disobedient humankind” until

they return to HIM in PRAYER and ask FORGIVENESS of their

disobediences, because HE shall forgive and bless HIS “beloved

humankind” who do not return to disobedient behaviors. Moreover,

Father Jesus says he chose WHITE family as HIS ARMY to “protect

humankind and eradicate evil on Earth,” whereas he chose

CAUCASIAN, YELLOW, RED, BROWN, and BLACK families to

“nurture and protect Earth against evil” on the lands HE appointed

them.

You can discern for yourself that renegade angel Jews brain-

buggered humankind to murder because Father God gave

humankind and Earth as a gift to HIS son JESUS whom JEWS

HATE.

 
 

I feel we should not discuss the bible here so much –it is NOT God’s

book. It was written by pagans and has just enough stuff to grab you

and hold you to it–if you don’t look else where. The vatican is

finished for it’s satanic crimes and stealing from the world. We have
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their vatican library and gold etc and we should wait for the 770

books they found to be printed as the new true history of stories and

people from our past.

lmao at a qtard loving the jews. I guess you missed the post about

saving israel for last.

Aimee get an more truthful eduaction you’re soundimg very racist

and ignorant.

 
Zionists like Rothschild WERE NOT JEWS PERIOD. Rothschild

came from an old line of KHAZARIANS you did killings and stole

just like highway men. Worse they were into Child sacrifice and SRA.

Moloch abd throwing children into the fire. A real jewish person is of

loving kindness. More so than I have found with bible thumping so

called christians.

You are so full of your toilet won’t flush! Quit trying to spread Hatred

for Jews and get back to the article! You sound like a KKK idiot. Go

find another sheet to hide behind.

Well, what about born again heathens, then? Can we still be cool,

living in the US and won’t be attacked on our non-god or goddesses

beliefs….?

yes , and that is TOTAL BULLSHIT, it should be the other way

around. OUR GUYS should be DROPPING THESE CABAL

ASSHOLES ON FUCKING SIGHT.

Except if you look “into it”…..did dinosaurs REALLY exist??? The

Smithsonian has “hidden” PROOF of GIANTS!! What “else” are they

hiding?!!

Agreed! Everything was bigger back in the day, including humans.

Makes it much easier to understand how the megaliths were built.

The evidence of giant trees have been right in our face the whole

time. We call them plateaus, but in reality, they’re giant tree stumps.
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If you were a god and your planet ran out of resources/plundered,

what would you do?

 
Easy right?

 
Make everything 1000x smaller. Now there’s plenty of resources.

The Flood did kill the living giants of the Antediluvian time. No one,

but the eight souls aboard the Ark survived.

However, the reason there were and are giants in the days after the

Flood is a simple matter of genetics. Noah was “pure in his

generations” ie genetic material, but the Scriptures do not mention

that Noah’s wife was pure in her generations. At some point, two

copies of the same gene will produce that characteristic.

We need to have more Biology, Microbiology and Genetics taught in

our pathetic public schools.

Goliath was a giant, and he was after the flood…not all of them were

killed…the Native Americans in the United states even had to battle

the red headed giants. Look it up.

Have you ever herd of gigantism? That existed after the flood, too.

There are recorded cases of human giants and some of them are

living today. After the flood, all life was extinguished except for the

animals Noah and his family had in the ark. After the flood and

everything dried up the Noah family and the creatures came out of

the ark and starting reproducing again.

Have you ever herd of gigantism? That existed after the flood, too.

There are recorded cases of human giants and some of them are

living today. After the flood, all life was extinguished except for the

animals Noah and his family had in the ark. After the flood and

everything dried up the Noah family and the creatures came out of

the ark and starting reproducing again.
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The Earth’s atmosphere was highly Oxygen saturated many years ago

, this resulting in bigger and larger creatures and lifeforms, from my

understanding. But maybe I am full of shit, you might just check for

yourselves.

an impact from another planet that caused a blast wave that blew

half the atmo off of the earth killed the dinos suffocated the giants

and froze the permafrost including the mammoths keeping their cells

in tack meat packers say 250 to 350 degrees below zero outer space

temps so bring on global warming it’s welcome during solar cooling

mini ice age

Naw, Dave, giantism is usually caused by babies wallowing in their

own nitrates or filth. Have ya heard the term, “Cleanliness is next to

Godliness,” that’s why.

NOTHING is next to Godliness. But it’s so important that God

dedicated an entire Book of the Bible to cleanliness laws found in the

Book of Leviticus.

Judite priests, levities, yeah LoL Deuteronomy, the Second Law, LoL

more bs, keep at it. Ruby

The idea the “Cleanliness is Next to Godliness,” I believe is an old

Hebrew saying, as they believed all goys were too big as the parents

neglect let them be too dirty as babies, and this made them too big

compared to “the People of the Book” (nerds), who the big goys

would then beat up and take their lunch money.

Think of poor Steven King getting beat up so many times In HS that

he imagined he was a Girl with  telekinesis (Carrie), who could ruin

people’s day with a thought.

I was not referring to giantism and what I was referring to was before

Humans conjured up the reality or concept of God, nice shot with the

proverb though, keep at it, maybe just maybe you will strike gold, or

something, some day, or not.
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Giants came from satan and his fellow fallen angels trying to create

hybrids by having sex with human beings. It’s in the Bible. Both

before and after the flood this was happening. That’s how Goliath

came to be. Goliath had a dog in his DNA. The Bible talks about that

too.

I was with you until you got to the “dog in his DNA” thing. What’s the

chapter and verse for that? My rat terrier said you must be a heretic.

1 Samuel 17:43 eludes to it for he was created by evil. In Genesis it is

explained more clearly that the fallen angels took human women and

had sex with them and they wound up with giants. Goliath was

indeed part dog. That is why he asked the question “Am I a dog”. He

was a disgusting hybrid and they are still trying to do the same stupid

things to us. Thus you have MRNA “medicine”. It messes up your

DNA so you are not human anymore.

Nowhere in the Old Testament was there a time where the Earth had

too much Oxygen, as those were science stories of Earth being

hundreds of millions of years old before even pre-humans came

along. The time where the Earth had too much oxygen was before

dinosaurs even got here, or too many plants, and not enough

animals.

Or plants create oxygen, and animals create CO2, or any world with

too much O2 has to be a non-bible story world.

The Earth never had too much oxygen , are you some kind of idiot,

this is referring to times before your God was even a twinkle in your

ameba’s eye. You people and your religious ……bs, This story is about

the FBI and the US Marines ,what is wrong with you people, you

sound like you have been fully vaxxed and boosted with

countermeasures, Wait till Sunday for your religious diatribes and

prognostications.

Dave,
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I never said. “The Earth never had too much oxygen,” as I was

basically agreeing with you, that all these Old Testament stories

about Giants and such are just stories. There’s getting to be a bunch

of nonsense around about the Earth is flat, there are no stars, no

planets, and no galaxies, as there’s a lot of people trying to push

things back to the Pre-enlightenment days before Galileo, and I’m

saying — not going to happen because it’s not smart to go back to the

Middle ages.

But it IS SMART to learn from our past. Plus, I propose to you the

premise that all of our legends of old have a real part in the history of

this planet and mankind. They have found the chariot wheels in the

Red Sea exactly where they are supposed to be. Plus Sodom and

Gammorah with the sulphuric balls that took them down.

Now YOU sound like the public school system. God is relative to

EVERTHING that is happening on this earth. He made the whole

thing and HE can fix it.

Before the flood the Earth did have more oxygen but not too much. I

don’t recall bringing up this subject. The protection from UV rays

came down with the rain and so did our oxygen levels. The plants

shrunk and would no longer support the dinosaurs. Every word that

is truly in the Bible has great meaning.

“Climate change” is part of Mother Earth’s cleansings.

Father God authored the Holy Bible and HE chose righteous men as

scribes to write HIS word for HIS “beloved humankind” … a “user

manual” against the wicked beings on Earth. Father God describes

Goliath as nine (9) feet tall same as other giants of that time that HE

would remove on Earth on HIS own timeline.

Humankind is not animal … that’s the crap of Lucifer-Satan and the

billions of renegade angel Jews who followed him in the Heavens to

commit an insurrection and murder because Father God Jesus

refused to reverse the “servitude order” from angels to humankind.
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The renegade angel Jews declare in publications of the past 100 years

of coming to Earth to “genocide humans and destroy Earth” to fulfill

their 6,000-year agenda to Lucifer-Satan, their leader.

According to today’s prophetic men, Father Jesus is presently

judging “clergy and leaders” of the world who created “systems” to

“genocide humankind and destroy Earth.” WE THE LIVING are

witnesses of evil being judged and delivered into the hands of HIS

executioners.

Bless Father Jesus for HIS undying love of HIS “beloved humankind

and Earth.”

SOME humans MIGHT have been bigger, but the largest of what you

refer to as HUMANS were the nephilim, like Goliath in the David and

Goliath story in the scriptures, the one third of the heavenly angels

who were kicked out of heaven for revolt and cast down to the earth.

They mated with humans and this is what has produced some of the

largest of the human species. Laugh if you like, but this is the truth!

The animals MAY have been larger, and I would not doubt that there

were dinosaurs. I won’t comment on the animals because I don’t

know and have no explanation. I will tell you ONE THING, though,

God never runs out of ANYTHING! I believe you will see an entire

RESET of our planet in our lifetimes. I do not know if this will equal

larger creatures, but God will definitely be RIGHTING the things

that were done WRONG on and to His planet.

It mentions in the Bible that Goliath had brothers, and there were

also other giants besides them. You said correctly that they came

from the union of human women and fallen angels. They were

probably the basis for a lot of both Greek and Norse mythology. But

half-breed demons were/are no match for the power of God, and

were destroyed by Joshua and his army. Archeologists have found

skeletons of huge humans in the Middle East and elsewhere.
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They have even found evidence of ancient giants in the USA. I think

this goes to prove mankind was here before the splitting up of the

continents.

You sure you really wanna know ? Think of what they already have

that YOU don’t have a clue too what “they” are using on You already.

 
You would need another Life Time to comprehend it all.

 
How does it make You feel, that “they” would tell ” YOU Don’t Need

to Know !

How far does that go? Are there no stars, no planets, and no

galaxies? If you really believe that world of pre-Enlightenment was

the time with the most truth, then You and yours will be completely

dominated by those cultures that except space and planets, and etc.

as it is critical with todays tech.

Once we die we will find out what is the real truth. How curious are

you?

WRONG! Dinosaurs and massive species roamed the Earth before

humans created God , you need to get a cotton to that reality Les

You are too late. They already have evidence that the Bible stories are

true. The Ark of Noah, the chariot wheels of the Egyptians. the

sulphuric balls of Sodom and Gammorah along with eye witness

accounts of the Sumerian people. Ron Wyatt actually found the Ark

of the Covenant in an underground tunnel underneath the hill of the

skull called Golgotha. He found the blood of Christ on the left side of

the Mercy Seat. When others attempted to get close enough to see it

they died. YouTube has this information.

Yes, “We’ll be back” is a threat which means they’ll be back with

MORE FEDS. Need to station more marines at those gates.

Is there a special he’ll for corrupt FBI agents, where they’re greeted

by J. Edgar Hoover in fishnet stockings?
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First time ][ Ever heard that,,,, changed Me for Life about Fish Net

Stockings. barf

that is good susan, i bet a lot of people don’t even know that J.Edgar

was a flamer that dressed in womans clothing with his other flamers,

and was called Mary. he was a full blown homos-exual.

NO the FBI and USDOJ needs to be TAKEN -OUT LIKE ENEMY

COMBATANTS. EXECUTED ON SIGHT!

No K I L L ,,,

 
Let them come too You

 
What You Look for the hardest,,, eludes You the easiest.

 
Even a S]]-[[adow can not lie to it’s Bac\\<ground.

As long as they are eliminated I don’t care how. In this case they were

at the gate so a few pistols would have worked.

Special Forces would take FBI rouges down real hard, dead or alive,

whatever. Sooner or later, FBI enemy combatants will be answering

for their treason.

Thanks Jan. The voting is really meaningless. The Deep-State agents

just downvote to irritate people. I care more about the supportive

comments from fellow patriots like you. We need to just ignore them,

the trolls, the bots.

Of course you did. I would expect nothing less from you. This is a

monitored, and censored site to anyone that disagrees with the

narrative.

You can disagree all you want with the narrative. It’s when socially-

challenged trolls come here and do nothing but mock MB and others,

without any semblance of substantive rebuttal, or simply post

vacuous prattle and/or vulgar sexual references (as one cucked

Aussie troll is wont to do), then you can expect to be censored and/or

banned.
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Why entertain them ? You feed “their” cause,,,, stupidity.

Yes ][ do on occasion make comment back at the ones that really rile

Me, but that’s their only purpose in LiFe is to BE that

SHITNITmuTanT,,, it’s all “they” got.

Not quite R.G. MB knows we have more than stupid TROLLS… we

have DS TROLLS & BOTS and lots of DS Attacks to this site

No it’s not monitered or censored enough. It’s the only really free

speech site I’ve found. My free speech opinion is to monitor and

censor stupid TROLLS, paid SHILLS & BOTS as I see fit

My guess is that low life Ass licker of Deep Staters is David Hoffer, a

real POS.

ya, he’s probably also a human trafficker, pedovore, and

adrenachrome junkie. like his deep state buddies.

I’ve also seen the pattern. Someone(s) are going in and down-voting,

especially way down the page, so taking an extra minute or 2 to

reverse the negatives will show that the lying trolls, idiots, fools and

bot operators etc are in the minority.

I’ve also been doing a lot of reversing in the voting, and recommend

as many as can do, to do the same, when the comment is legitimate,

truthful, patriotic, etc. It is the patriotic and charitable thing to do.

It may seem a small thing, but by being faithful in small things

(Matthew 25:21), God will bless the bigger votes from being stolen.

But be careful, it’s easy to click the wrong button, and you can’t undo

it. Nor vote twice.

For many decades, the “deep state” of hell and the “deep church” of

hell has rigged the votes to make it appear through evil media that

someone won by a very slim majority. Like President Trump, who

has been winning by 75 to 80 percent. Or like abortion, when most of
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the people support life. (If you support abortion, it’s only fair that

you support your own murder. Do to others as you would have them

to do to you.) (Matthew 7:12: Luke 6:31 )

And then when somebody conservative is “s-elected”, it’s usually a

deep state of hell or deep church of hell plant.)

Then whenever things go wrong, they can always say the person

never got the full mandate from the people.

And how do they steal the big elections? By stealing the small

ones. By lying in media and on the internet by false numbers, thumbs

up or down, likes / dislikes on content, by bot farms, by shadow

banning, by people ganging up on others, and other corruption and

deception which is an abomination to God.

This follows the diabolical principles of communist indoctrination of

“thesis, anti-thesis, and synthesis”, which sounds great, but they rig

to their advantage, by lying about the numbers and / or paying off

the rebels who follow the anti-thesis, thus trying to win more people

from a legitimate thesis (for example life, liberty, protection of

property) to a false diabolical anti-thesis (like kill, steal and destroy)

and the resultant synthesis (chaos, destruction, hell on earth and for

them, eternal hell fire.)

Jesus said, “The thief – [ for example, the devil and his agents, deep

church of hell, deep state of hell ] – comes only to steal and kill and

destroy.” Jesus said he has come that his sheep “may have life, and

have it abundantly.” (John 10:10)

And remember that this famous line is found in the story where

Jesus says He is the good shepherd. Jesus said “I tell you Pharisees,

anyone who does not enter the sheep pen by the gate, but climbs in

by some other way, is a thief and a robber. (John 10:1)
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And Jesus told us to beware of false prophets – lying media, church

and political leaders – who come to you in sheep’s clothing but

inwardly are ravenous wolves. (Matthew 7:15)

This is a good warning for us – that if there is an accounting for every

idle word – how much more will we be held accountable for every

comment made – or not made when duty, truth or charity requires –

especially as so many see them, and many times they cannot be taken

down if we regret them.

May our comments be aligned with God’s principles and truth. May

God forgive us for the comments that are so thoughtlessly made,

which should be regretted. May we always speak the truth in love. 

Another trick is that some social media and website formats allow

people to reply, and they keep replying, to the first comment, with

frivolous material, and so they are seen higher up the page, whereas

people who posted solid comments earlier are pushed way down. But

realize, the truth wins. You can’t bury it forever!

All the tools, devices, and weapons of the enemy – the devil and his

agents – are being exposed and destroyed!

Jesus said: “If you hold to my teaching, you are really my disciples.

Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.” (John

8:31, 32)

and, “I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the

Father except through me. (John 14:6)

and, “everyone who sins is a slave to sin. Now a slave has no

permanent place in the family, but a son belongs to it forever. So if

the Son sets you free, you will be free indeed.” (John 8:34-36)

This is the freedom that true patriots should be working for. Before

we can see changes in society, there has to be changes in our own

hearts. This is the freedom God is firmly planting and requiring of
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mankind to have His kingdom come and His will be done on earth as

it is in heaven.

And if individuals are in the way, God is removing them. They’re

gonna budge and topple. He won’t budge. He wins. And his armies –

the angel host and men on His side – with God not just with us, but

IN us – are now unstoppable.

Amen, Paul! Righteous citations are the kicker boots upon the

buttocks of renegades profiled in Proverbs 6:16-19. Whether human

or non-human, the renegades shall be executed on Earth and again

executed for an eternity in the Lake of Fire. Good riddance to

worthlessness!

I re up tick good guys also…they, the shills, do this to many of us that

take them on.

It’s not clear this is rogues since they were treated as the real deal at

the gate.

Rouge FBI agents would be the real deal gone bad, what they call ‘off

the reservation’, operating without orders from the Director.

 
Most likely, seems to me, these agents were operating under vocal

unwritten orders, seeing how far they could go.

 
A person pretending to be FBI with false credentials would not be

rouge.

 
Most likely, the Marine sentry orders were to shoot and kill them if

necessary, like if even one of the agents touched his holstered gun.

Anybody can pretend to be FBI. It seems normal procedure would be

for an FBI AIC to call ahead to the Pendleton Base Commander,

inform him that 4 agents would be arriving at the gate with arrest

warrants. The CO could inform the AIC what to expect.

I would not have let those FBI agents go so quickly. I would have let

them into the camp, arrested them, taken pictures of them and their

IDs, and then would have checked to see if they are true FBI agents
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or imposters. If true FBI agents, I would have released them, while

having a record of who they are. If imposters, their arrest would be

permanent.

I agree with you, they should have been held to find out who the hell

these losers are.

As soon as the FBI went for their weapons the guards should have

dropped them. But they have their oders and protocols, buy mabe

those orders and protocols need to be amended and I have not doubt

they are doing so.

they are following the drumpers orders of always remain peaceful.

that is how you take out a satanist death cult who is murdering

humans by the millions…. with peace.

They are following Gen. Smith’s orders and their General orders, and

that’s about it. So for the rest of your bs, that is yours.

THE MILITARY CAN ARREST IF THEY HAVE A WARRANT TO

ARREST… I HAVE HEARD IN THE FUTURE ANY ELECTED

OFFICIAL WILL BE ARRESTED BY THE MILITARY… WE WILL

BE UNDER COMMON LAW NOT THE ADMIRALTY LAW THAT

WE ARE UNDER RIGHT NOW…

Also check out SGAnon on Truth social, and his other site is on

Rumble QNewsPatriot. He’s a fine patriot as is Derek.

SG admitted that he has absolutely no sources when he spoke to

Kerry Cassidy. He just reads and surmises like the rest of us. Plus, he

claims that he is not the questioner on Ben Fulford’s videos but I

know voices, and he definitely is the same guy. That voice is

unmistakable. Ok that is fine, but why lie about it? The voice is

absolutely identical. I am sure Fulford is his “mentor.” Alot of what

Fulford says is true but I think he sprinkles in bullshit. SG says we

need another plandemic and no Nesara or anything like it will be
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forthcoming. And at his big “reveal” his voice was so muted I couldn’t

hear it with my ear up against my laptop. I think he is CIA or

something like that. He doesn’t do it for me.

so the military is controlling the media the stock markets the food

production and control the death jab? None of that sounds correct or

even rational in any manner. I bet 100/1 you took drumpers death

jab.

Back in 2015, I was stuck for a while in Carson City NV due to vehicle

repair issues. I was in a Starbucks drinking coffee and trying to stay

out of the scorching heat when this man, unknown to me, sat down

next to me and told me about everything that is happening now

today. He also told me everyone in congress will be arrested as well

as the potus and vp. How he knew all of this back in 2015 I don’t

know. He told me to prepare for the worst of times. That is when I

really started waking up to the world we all live in.

That was prior to Trump winning 2016. He beat HRC so maybe they

wanted to do mass arrests and they got stopped.

Yes and we all have the responsibility to defend America from her

enemies, domestic or not. President Trump does, but we all have to

work together with him and whip their asses.

Last edited 1 day ago by Xena

It’s not clear they are rogue since Trump isn’t making his rulership

clear it’s like these agents are possible pure demon possessed or

confused guys because what’s Trumps official public stand? This

plays out in a confusing way. FBI didn’t show up to have a standoff.

They seemed to think they could pull rank at Camp Pendleton.

BenjaminFulford.net and this is all on rumble.com has just said

Trump is not the real one. The real Trump is under Cheyenne

Mountain in Colorado. Since either 2019, but it’s my opinion he’s
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been there since 2016 because it’s just too dangerous since he caused

HRC to lose.

I don’t know who Berger was speaking with with on the phone.

Trump double or the phone connected to Cheyenne Mountain. I

believe, it’s probably true, there’s portals that go between the Hilton’s

worldwide.

That means this is so galactic involved on earth and they know the

FEDS just went to Pendleton, the entire confrontation sounds off.

Arresting marines on base? I keep hearing that what considers

themselves authorities shows up with fake debts, and lies about

taking everybody’s everything away.

Seems they have to use part of the truth to twist a story on a fake

debt. Just not recorded and BOA has been taking money from lot’s of

people. Money they say is theirs if they need it.

Not knowing how much power they have but looking at how bold and

functioning FBI are, what’s to stop them from showing up at your

child’s school and saying anything to get the child? I’ve actually seen

that before, they said a 4 yr old’s mother wasn’t the birth mother but

the child was kidnapped out of Iowa the child was in Maryland, and

expected the school to turn over the child to the FBI, over some

fabricated data. I was the birth mother, never went to Iowa. No

relatives there or friends or even passed through….so I’m positive the

FEDS have some evil one’s.

When the stunt failed they just left never to return. So they knew

they were lying. CPS had some lying witness screaming a fake child

abuse complaint, so CPS was after adoption reward money regularly,

and sat around waiting for one hateful person after another, to ring

the phone and give them a lead to a child.

“Adoption” could mean a child is turned into adrenochrome. That’s

what the real reward was set up for as it now appears, and adoption

was just a way to get rid of parents and relatives. But when they
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really want money, it’s clear they resort to lies and one scheme after

another to see who they can get to believe what. If they can’t lie

anymore, seems to me that’s why the stab and end times is pushed

out. They need to start over with fresh birth amnesia stupid people.

They are being paid by vampires and earth was their blood factory.

Well the FBI , USDOJ , DHS are CRIMINALS and ACTIVELY

INVOLVED IN HUMAN/CHILD TRAFFICKING, so yes they engage

in all kinds of heinous criminal operations.

lets hope so bc the drumper/ cowardly vax pimp that is out there

right now is a worthless piece of coward shit.

Why are you putting #s on all SHILL robin earl redwine’s posts?

 
Is this code between you guys or are you marking him for deletion?

For the umpteenth time, Why are you putting #s on all SHILL robin

earl redwine’s posts?

 
Is this code between you guys or are you marking him for deletion?

Who? The clone or the real guy being kept safe, the guy who never

advocated for the vax??? Trump’s son was rendered Autistic from a

vaccination. Do you think the real trump likes the vax??????? Put on

your thinking cap now………….

Last edited 1 day ago by Windtalker

Never heard that to be a fact. Trump’s son is not autistic. He looks

very healthy and normal. At 6’7″ and stunningly handsome and

multilingual like his mother, how can anybody not love him? During

the campaign, Trump said he was a computer genius. Don’t see any

problems with him. Probably his parents are protecting him from the

fake news vultures. Can’t blame them.

Robin is one deeply stupid guy, and he’s always rehashing the Same

BS. He thinks he’s a patriot. He uses the same patterns time after

time, like meaning grubbing morons do, and that’s because he can’t

extend his thoughts to anything new.
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DJT is a good guy, and the best shot the West has to bring us back to

a great era for our civilization.

I sense the real Trump if there ever was one, is conjuring up more

NFTs, beyond that DJT is out of the loop.

Well, it’s not a good thing that you agree too much with dopey Robin,

as he’s honestly a notch or two below average in IQ.

no one does. they have had almost 7 years and not 1 has been

arrested. the score for those at home is deep state child pedos

4989484398548954 supposed white hats who thinks it ok to murder

folks with jabs 0

Why are you putting #s on all SHILL robin earl redwine’s posts?

 
Is this code between you guys or are you marking him for deletion?

For the umpteenth time, Why are you putting #s on all SHILL robin

earl redwine’s posts?

 
Is this code between you guys or are you marking him for deletion?

Why did you declare the good guys are murdering humankind by

genocidal injections?

What do you mean by the string of numbers?

I think It’s time to take out the entire FBI. The FBI are trying to take

out those who would protect the people…the Marines. They have to

go.

Well, well, well. My dad is a retired marine and i had 2 different

attractive women approach me in my own social media accounts.

Theyll get to your family if they cant reach their intended target and

on a note, my dad wasnt even near DC at all that day, he was home

here in Florida

those things are definitely related and not at all typical of being on

social media to scam horny dudes
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Yes, I agree, they’ll get to your loved ones if they can’t have you. I

believe I am witness to that very thing.

They might even target you for supporting Trump, calling out

Hoebag Harris, exposing HRC’s collusion with the CCP to steal the

2020 election, and are out to get you for opposing and exposing the

Biden father-son paedophilia/treason/incest/bribery team. All for

being a patriot not willing to take the nonsense of the deep state.

What are we supposed to do, just lay down and take it and let them

lock us up and kill us all? I SAY NO!

 
I’ve had a couple or people reach out to me on my social media

accounts, one from Germany and another from the US, and I never

heard of them before. Searched for them on social media and

Googled them. No info. I’m suspicious.

“In closing, our source said that any feds caught arresting Marines

will be treated as enemy combatants.”

This is one example of civil war. FIGHT BACK!!

Thank for the article, Michael, please keep us posted.

Garland was executed a log time ago. What you are witnessing is the

collapse of the deep state.

Sick people. Pizza gate. Holographic alternative dimensions. Wake

up to the holographic dimension. You might not be so depressed

Everything is a movie with actors, CGI, or clones. As govts fall, as

QFS goes full,the arrests will continue and Nesara will continue to be

eased in. You should be noticing slowly but surely more truth coming

out on the MSM.

Thank you again Mr. Baxter! The attacks on your site are ever

encouraging that you are disseminating truth. I pray that God’s

soldiers are always protected from the evil of the DOJ, FBI, CIA and

the evil cabal.
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If they have a way to get him. We can’t command arrests from behind

our computers. They have the intel. Not us.

I highly doubt there will be a civil war. Once the facts are released to

the public (and they – the deep staters – know this 100%), the

military may not be able to hold the public back from mob justice.

Zechariah 9:13 says there will be a civil war in America blacks

(Judah) and whites (Ephraim) are going to come against Javan

(Zionists) Psalm 21:10 says there wont be any offspring left amongst

them. Also in Luke 19:27 God commands for everyone to kill them

anywhere you find them.

 
God cut them all off and cursed them in 2 Esdra 1:24. They have not

had any spiritual relevance to anyone but themselves and their god

Lucifer (Remphan) for 2000 years. Why do you think they secretely

worship Lucifer? Why do you think theyve been ran out of 109

countries? Why do you think 800,000 Americans come up missing

every year? Why do you think some Florida snowbirds brought back

some alligators to put down in the sewers in the Boroughs of New

York? They help to eliminate the evidence of their Jewish Blood

Ritual Sacrifices that they perform 8 times a year.

There’s stupid or ignorant with liars, so it’s sketchy on the details to

be a usable advice. We don’t have a blood test who is who. Just go by

how people act and do to get by in life.

what makes you ever believe the truth will be released to the public?

they would have rather 2/3 of the population die from a vaccine than

tell the truth about vaccines.

you actually think they are gonna get on live media and implicate the

cia and mossad for 9/11?

i hope you are right but looking at it logically doesnt hold much hope.

“you actually think they are gonna get on live media and implicate

the cia and mossad for 9/11?”
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Yes. I expect both to essentially get annihilated. But with respect to

the CIA, this is limited to the criminal element. There will come a

time and there will be a tsunami of revelations coming out.

Some people are saying CNN is being taken over and will start telling

some truth, but so far I’m waiting…. digits crossed.

I don’t wish to see that but I would be naive to think otherwise. Some

people are going to go NUTS when they learn the truth about what

has been done to them. Also, many are trained veterans/special ops

and they will know how to distribute The People’s Justice.

JMHO…………..

the time was day one of drumps presidency. instead he palled around

with deep staters and whined about the media for 4 years.

Why are you putting #s on all SHILL robin earl redwine’s posts?

 
Is this code between you guys or are you marking him for deletion?

Supplication by prayer and repentance to Father Jesus and persistent

reading of HIS Holy Bible for HIS direction.

Benjamin Fulford said he wants a neutron bomb on the WEF. It’s

that bad. He’s on rumble and on Benjaminfulford.net free on

Thursdays. He said they steered his car up the highway from a

shopping center and came to his house and threatened to talk all his

stuff away, so something big is up. Deep staters out bugging people

in ways where it’s a big loss harassment threat.

You are somewhat mistaken……Fulford didn’t want a neutron bomb

on Davos; he said it was suggested as a plan of action.

JAG might want to look into FBI false charges against Marines,

similar to the public false charges of insurrection repeated by liars

again and again, against Jan 6th unlawfully imprisoned uncharged

persons. Invitations to enter through unlocked magnetic doors by

Capitol security does not an insurrection make. Kangeroo courts of

the Democrats are supposed to be unlawful in the US.
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Suck it up buttercup. This is the nature of warfare, and they are likely

paid to downvote.

says the guy too scared of random internet strangers to post his

actual real name.

fake name cunt.

Again, Why are you putting #s on all SHILL robin earl redwine’s

posts?

 
Is this code between you guys or are you marking him for deletion?

Is a very nasty paid shill rer Keep your filth up and you’ll be removed

also

Well gee….why don’t you go help and arrest some????? They are

doing as much as they can as fast as they can!!!!!! The war is raging.

We don’t have all the power. They have TONS. This has been ongoing

for centuries.

Again, Why are you putting #s on all SHILL robin earl redwine’s

posts?

 
Is this code between you guys or are you marking him for deletion?

After Austin had made his threats, I thought for sure he would be

picked up.

 
His ugliness just shines through. Austin is Obama’s poster boy for

Affirmative Action, his idea of racial justice. Baaaarf.

Since there are dozens of JAG courts (2 at Gitmo) in action against

our Globalist Deep-State NWO enemies, any one of them could have

grabbed Austin, began processing him for trial. So far, all the trials

we have seen here have been from Admiral Crandall’s court. I have

heard that some very important prisoners have been flown far out

into the Indian Ocean to the Diego Garcia courts. Top security since

B-2 bombers are home fleeted there.
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Good to know… we need to trust more–they have a plan on a time

line. It’s not for us to criticize. Neg, thoughts towards the W.Hats is

not at all helpful.

Black dude with unlimited supply of Malt Liquor , NOW that be some

racial justice

50 years ago we wondered why some divine being didn’t strike evil

people down with lightning.

I speculate “big fish” haven’t yet been “netted” by Marines because

“big fish” haven’t withdrawn $millions from bank accounts for

completing their “job.” When $millions are withdrawn is when

Marines take the “big fish” to GITMO.

What makes you think their money is in BANK accounts. There

money could be stashed in boxes of MREs, as this has been done

before. Maybe the Marines should be watching shipment of MREs.

When a huge shipment of MREs is made, that. is when the Marines

make their move. Call it CHOW TIME. How about that Fire Dog?

David Hoffer is an LGBTQ activist who hates Trump because David

hates himself. Did you witness all his name-calling? Maybe guessing

it is 12 was giving it too much credit?

April 14, 1775. Lexington green. A shot heard round the world. A

moment before, the Massachusetts Minute Men lacked the most

important single thing: targets. A moment after, a calming and

workmanlike clarity settled in, and the Brits lost three hundred

before dusk, regaining the relative safety of Boston, while the

silhouettes of 18,000 patriots appeared on Dorchester Heights and

the siege of Boston began. See Episode #9 for the full story.

lmao… sure

its been 7 years and not one has been arrested.

drump and these white hats are pathetic cowards.
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For the umpteenth time, Why are you putting #s on all SHILL robin

earl redwine’s posts?

 
Is this code between you guys or are you marking him for deletion?

Well they need to rescue the other Marines that were taken into

custody. I’m surprised the gate guards didn’t kill them on the spot.

You don’t threaten Marines at their own front door!

 
Standing orders are clear, we ain’t giving up shit! I hope the FBI does

come back in huge numbers! I hope they bring every last one of

them.

They should NOT be waiting for the FBI to come to them.The

MARINES should be on search and destroy for ALL FBI

EMPLOYEES and FBI assests and the same for ALL USDOJ

EMPLOYEES and assets.

thats not gonna happen bc there are no good guys.

hasnt the last 7 years proven that?

any that claim to be actual good are deathly afraid of the satanists.

again the last 7 years has proved that.

Why didn’t the guardsmen just let him in and then surround them

and take them as prisoners of war would have been a lot easier and

then do a little waterboarding on them and bleed them for

information maybe put their head in a vise

The FBI is a rogue agency. They no longer work for the good of

America. They are all on the wrong side of this thing. Merrick

Garland needs a nice trip to GITMO!! I am so happy to see the gate

guards stood their ground and refused to let them in to arrest these

Marines. I am sure they will try again. I think the FBI should be

treated the same as the FEMA monsters who were looting,

destroying and murdering.

 
Also, on a side note, I hope that Phizer director who attacked project

Veritas director is arrested and brought to GITMO asap. He was irate
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(and scared) when he was caught saying they were going to introduce

a Covid variant so they could make tons of money on a new

“vaccine”!! I do hope a lot of these vaccine zealots got a chance to

watch this attack on James O’Keefe. Things are heating up

spectacularly with the demons. The truth is slipping out of them.

This demon said it was to impress a date….. What kind of date would

be impressed over the murder of many innocent people? People wake

up…..these monsters are here to kill you!!

Who, after all the bs will believe them about another variant? Who

changed “flu”, to “covid” anyways??

Fraudsi and Birx, a mild flu variation at that. Then it was decided the

killer ‘vaccine’ was ready to go, and mass depopulation began.

thank god gqp voters are dying at greater rates than any other party

I stumbled on a site this morning, and I could not believe how many

idiots there believe that the vaxx is a good thing. I forget how stupid

people really are.

every politician including drump, 98 percent of folks on tv, and 95

percent of doctors all say its great.

they were lied to. plain and simple.

Ignorance; The state of being ignorant; want of knowledge in

general, or concerning some particular matter; the condition of not

being cognizant, informed, or aware. 95%

“Fema Monsters”? You spelled zionists wrong. Everyone knows the

antichrist (Prince William) desires to reign from Jerusalem. What do

you think the Balfour declaration was all about? Williams real father

King Juan Carlos holds the title King of Jerusalem. The Antichrist

will need that to properly lay claim. Look at Williams image

compared with the shroud of Turin.
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Also watch an old video called

‘The Antichrist and a Cup of Tea.’ Its old but I think he laid it out

nicely.

Prince William looks exactly like King Charles. Besides, the anti-

Christ will look like the Jewish people. He will deceive them into

thinking he is one of them. William is white as a ghost. Wherever you

got your information, it sounds ludicrous and no doubt it is.

Racist — use correct names for the satanist anti christ =

KHAZARAINS So many people here are so ignorant of this fact.

Then you are saying his mother must’ve been impregnated somehow

by old Juan???? Did they fly his sperm to Buckingham Palace and his

mother thinks she was impregnated by Charles? I don’t think

so….Wills is full of Charles’ genes and close together eyes unlike old

Juan.

That gay should be locked up already for his confessions. Actually

would be a great GITMO addition.

Ray Epps’ buddies can count themselves lucky they weren’t executed

on the spot for manifest treason.

Well, is this the signal we were waiting for? We got how many

millions of armed and loaded Americans just waiting for that

inevitability…? Bring it on! We are waiting too.

white hats have the ebs station! all they have to do is turn it on. djt

already told them to turn it on

That fucking queer AG, Garland…….If that sonofabitch isn’t a queer

sycophant lover of Obama, he ought to be arrested for impersonating

an Obamafag. When will these bastards be dead, already?

We must not have a civil war. Neighbors against neighbors, cities

against cities, states against states. Where is that going to get us……

international take over! This is what the cabal wants, they have their
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own fighting group, too.

Absolutely right– the shills here are all pushing for trouble… their

balls are too big for their flea sized brains

If they will come back then NO MERCY. That’s the rule of the game.

Traitors have to take the consequences.

The Marines at Pendleton need to post Wanted Posters of all FBI

agents who have participated in false arrests, and organize a posse to

arrest them.

God bless our Marines! So scary to have the corrupt FBI shout out

the window, while driving away, “We’ll be back!” Let’s hope the

swamp rats get their a$$e$ pumped full of lead, by our blessed

Marines!

I would hope General Smith would have a machine gun units setup

near the gate to detour these jackass’s. Most with a brain know the

January 6 at the capital was setup by the FBI

Marines vs the FBI? Seriously?? The FBI thought they could

encroach Camp Pendleton??? Not so fast FBI. Sit down! The Marines

are for our liberty – the FBI is for self-serving Garland. This whole

thing is effed up!

Just make all the deep States crimes public and let we the people

take care of business once people hear the horrific crimes these

people have done the children you think we’re going to let them walk

the streets there’s 800,000 Michigan deer hunters alone times that

times 50 we’ll get the job done we won’t be dilly dally fucking around

FBI had no intent to come on base. Their demands and bluster was a

ploy to observe and record response movements via satellite, so they

will know exactly where and how to strike as they assess and plan

their actual assault.
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Expect similar probing activities at multiple locations as they gather

intel for a multi-pronged assault.

BINGO!, That being said, the TRUSTED US MILITARY SHOULD BE

GOING OUT ON SEARCH AND DESTROY OPERATIONS to hunt ,

capture and KILL all FBI EMPLOYEES, ASSESTS and THE SAME

FOR USDOJ, DHS, ATF, DEA, FEMA AND CIA.ALL EMEMY

COMBATANTS SHOULD ALL BE ACTIVE TARGETS. This is most

likely on the table or in play right NOW. If not it sure as hell should

be.

Way to go, Marines! These FBI thugs will rue the day they picked a

fight with our Marine Corps. Hooyah!

The crooked FBI should know that the Marines don’t play games

with armed men no matter who they are, and they don’t back down

from an armed confrontation either! Things are about to get really

hot for the DS I see, it seems that this foolish attempt to bamboozle

the Marine into letting them inside the camp to arrest two of their

fellow Marines was doomed to failure from the outset! So why did

they try this anyway? Did they really think they would just walk in

like they owned the place? Will they make good on their threat that

they would be back? Only time will tell, but I pray the Marines will be

protected by the one true and living God & his angels & it doesn’t

hurt to use armed drones as well!

Many other posts here say the same thing & it seems a logical

assumption knowing how the DS thinks & operates!

When is a special force brigade going to free the prisoners held from

January 6th go storm that jail and Free them boys they did nothing

I believe that happened months ago. The deep state would never

admit that this “got away from them”. And the white hats use it to

stir up the emotions of the public. I cannot see Trump letting these

people rot, just not his MO.
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Yeah sorry I don’t buy that bullshit just like the people that are

freaking rotting in jail for that Gretchen whitmer hoax that the FBI

fabricated they’re fucking doing 30 years where the fuck the white

hats on this bullshit

Anyone sure what has happened to all the prisoners?There’s a list on

line –makes little sense –seems the left hold the list?

 

 


